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        Free US shipping on orders over $ 100 (After Discounts)
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        Sign Up For Our Newsletter

        Get great deals sent directly to your inbox!
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                  Aleavia, an exclusive prebiotic plant-based skincare line, is a movement; a passion; a family! It represents our desire to see you and your loved ones in the best health of their lives!
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      E 
           Green Tea Honeysuckle -     2 oz Travel Size    
       Eliza     
    
 Bright, floral scent I came across a recommendation for Aleavia, so I purchased the 2oz size as a means of testing the product. I have been very pleased. I purchased 3 different scents, and those three bottles have lasted me over 4 months when used as a nightly face wash and bi-weekly body wash. The honeysuckle is a sweet, floral scent that leaves my face feeling clean without feeling stripped of its natural oils.
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           Aleavia Citrus Bliss Body Cleanse 2 oz Travel Size    
       Eliza     
    
 Love the scent I came across a recommendation for Aleavia, so I purchased the 2oz size as a means of testing the product. I have been very pleased. I purchased 3 different scents, and those three bottles have lasted me over 4 months when used as a nightly face wash and bi-weekly body wash. The citrus is an invigorating, clean scent that leaves my face feeling clean without feeling stripped of its natural oils.
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           Aleavia Lavender Body Cleanse 2 oz Travel Size    
       Eliza     
    
 Great Product! I came across a recommendation for Aleavia, so I purchased the 2oz size as a means of testing the product. I have been very pleased. I purchased 3 different scents, and those three bottles have lasted me over 4 months when used as a nightly face wash and bi-weekly body wash. The lavender is a nice calming scent that leaves my face feeling clean without feeling stripped of its natural oils.
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           Aleavia Grapefruit Lemongrass Prebiotic Body Lotion | Lemongrass Lotion    
       Kayla Vega     
    
 Amazing I've been using the lotion for about a month and it's fantastic. It doesn't leave my hands greasy or any residue. It's been a huge blessing for after my showers because my face is usually dry, but once I use it my skin feels so nice and refreshed. The smell isn't bad either, it's light and not perfumey at all which is a major bonus because I'm so sensitive to scents. 10/10 would buy again. Honestly, this is going to be my go to lotion.
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           Aleavia Citrus Bliss Body Cleanse | Organic Citrus Body Wash    
       Sharon     
    
  Smells amazing!! So glad I heard about this company from the Spillover podcast. 🥰
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